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TUNING DIODE DESIGN “’:\.:$,(,“
TECHNIQUES

...>.~.,}.{..,.,“>!+::$~\~.S.’.:>!.:.,:’~,,..;,.:..;’.’J,i.!...,.,~.>.~.,,~,,‘~’’+v:...~.:,>.k$:’..*:+,’~$,..S,tf<!,.!~.;>:,,::>,~\*>2.,,,......,:’;:,,j\t<.~~:+i::w,,,,,$’.
Tuning diodes arevoltage variable capacitors employing the ,,,,,,t,.,\t\.~..t”$,j,.

‘{?<,, ,~i
junction capacitanceof a reversebiasedPN junction. Thisnote ,,, “’<+YY
presents a simplified theory of tuning diodes and discus~~~$x,
a number of considerations to be employed in designs U8@&JF
tuning diodes. ,$~!.i,+

*,

INTRODUCTION
Voltage variable capaci@rs or tuning dioaes are

.,,.{*\..,..!*>,,{$ \,*..
best aescribed as aioae capacitors employing thejunc- “ ‘:!<..4$‘,’+s, ‘..)*,..
tion capacitance of a reverse biasea PN junction. The

~.,,,tt$,~,.\\~..,,>b ++Q,<. .8, ++%
capacitance of these aevices varies inversely with the ,. “$~
appliea reverse bias voltage.

,.:” ~l.i’
!?. . Tuning dioaes have several advantages over @e’’${, Conductor

mechanical variable capacitor. They are much s+~,
+
+

in stie ana lens themselves to circuit boara wg~~ti&.
They are avaflable in most of the same :~~~whce
values as fixes capacitors. Tuning tig~:~%er the
aeaigner the aesirable feature of ele~on~’:”kning.

The capacitance of all tuning~~~~~$inherently
varies with temperature ana m~~ge$tire compensa-
tion. A simple scheme is av~~b}q’?or compensation
of the temperature arift, re~ws~ stabfities as gooa
as, or better than, that of. ~,,@pacitors. Digital tech-

Parallel
Capacitor

niques effectively eti~~te temperature as a problem.
$:$,~~**? .-’

SIMPLIFIED ~->ti~’
FIGURE 1 — Tuning mode Ca~&or Analogy

A tuning dio&$Qba&tiicon dioae with very uniform
ana stable q,$’qb~nce versus voltage characteristics c CA=— (1)
when opedte~,m ltareverse biasea condition. In accor- a
aancefi&Miconauctor theory, a aepletion rexon is where 6 = dielectric constant of sficon equal to
set~~~%~$fia the PN junction. The aepletion layer is
ae$~p~f mobile carriers. The wiath of this aepletion

11.8 x EO

regi~ is aepenaent upon aoping parameters ana the eo = 8.85x 10-12 F/m

appEea voltage. Figure 1A shows a PN junction with A = Device cross kectiond area

reverse bias apptiea, while Figure lB shows the ana- a = Wiath of the depletion layer.

logy, a parallel plate capacitor. The equation for the
capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor given below The aepletion layer wiath d may be aeterminea from
predicts the capacitance of a tuning diode. semiconductor junction theory.
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me more a&epted method of determining tuning where CJ (Vi) = Junction capacitance at V1;,
diode capadtance is to use the defining formda for CJ (V2) = Junction capacitance.at V2
capautanc~;<:,i:-. ~f;.~~: . where V1 > V2:,.. ,

,’c.=~. ”
,.

(2) In speciting TR, some tining diode data sheets use
four volts for V2. However, in order to achieve larger ‘

. The charge, Q per unit area, is’defined a~ tuning ratios, the devices may be operated at slightly

.... ..,,4. ,.. ... lower bias levels with some degradation in the Q
(3)” ‘~ : specified at four vol~. (Seethe discussion of ~‘ ~rsusQ=eE .,’;,;, ; ,;- --

%voItage in the circuit Q section, later in tMs4~#~~. r-
where E = Electric field

,, ..., . .. thermore~’care must be taken when oper~$n~$$dning
., .. . ...’.

.,, , diodes at these lowreversebim levels~,~~~tinging
So we have capacitance’ per unit area the diode kto forward conduction ~&~”@fication of

C dE, , large ac signals. These large sign~~m$$dso produce
,,

,’
C=Z=’E

(4) distortion due h’ capacitance w~won effects.
Since the effects of@ and c&~,<@pacitance, Cc, are‘,

Norwood and Shatzl use these ideas to develop a gen- ‘ ~‘ usually small, Eq. 9 may ~*~mpXfied to the following
,,

.
erdformda , ,,~,, ,,, ‘,..:’.)]~fl:<i,

for most design work:~~,?$:}:i,.

[1qB6 rn+l 1/9+2.,. ,.
c

~5)

()

~ = c (V*’?= Vm= y
,, = (mt2)(v+@) a$2&&) Vm~

(lq)
*?-q.

m = Impurity exponent The frequ@*~.~at~o is equal to the square root of the,, .,. . c = Capacitance per unit mea tuning r~~~~stunable frequency ratio assumes no,,

Lumping o the,constant terms together, including the
stray c&@t:@pacitance.
~~An~~6&ameter of importance is y, the capaci-‘, area of the’diod~ into one constink CD, we arrive at:’ t~ke e%~onent. Physically, y depends on the doping

CD
CJ =—

,.#~~:@ employed in the diode. Tuning diodes with

(v+@)7 (6) ~’+,,. y~alues from 1/3 to 2 can be manufactured by various
.k,,~~$~~bcessing techniques. The types of junctions, their

where y = Capacitance Exponent, a function of impur- W;W doping profiles, and resulting values of ~ are shown
ity exponent

,:’ “’: in Figure 2. These graphs show the variation of the
@ = The jtiction contact potential

.,.l?;..,\*>. .,Jlt. number of acceptors (NQ and the number of donors, -,, (= 0.7 vol~)
,“:+?...,~.ill:.,‘!%::.~.., (ND) with distance ~om the junction,~>)~,, **v..k..@;?$~...>,.

The capacitance constant, CD, can be shq,@i&,be a
Abrupt junctions are the easiest to manufa~ure ~d ~“w

function of the capacitance at zero vow~$hd the
the majority of tuning diodes on the market are of ttis
type. This type of junction gives a ~ of approximately

contact potential. At room temperatu,~~~:;~dve 1/2 and a tuning ratio on the order 3 with the specified
~.s~::yt$,t,,.

CD= co(~)~ .,?:!t.~”.
(m

voltage range. ~erefors the corresponding frequency
.,.:..xlJ:,\\lk,

Co = Value of capacita$;e @t zero voltage
range which may be tuned is about 1.7 to 1.0. Atypical

,*+*Z*,~~4*lW“$,(..i~~?* example.is the MV2101:

The simple formda tiv@~,~h:2&. 6, very accurately “, C (VA= C(3O ~ = 2.5 pF
predicts the voltage-&~~,,~Sitance relationship of

C (Vi)= C(4 ~“= 6.8 pF
modern tuning dio$+i THeke are many ,detded deri-

TR = 2.7
,,, vationsl>2~3*4s5. ~#$#$&litin,capacitance, so further

explanation is,X~Qe#eee.ary in this note.
y = 0.47

The capati~~$bf commercial tuning diodos must
be mo&fi~&~#We case capacitance.

The subscripts on the capacitance refer to the bias

The e~ua~~ then becomes
voltage apptied.

*:,.
.,:,:..*.,,J,Y4.;,,”~+

~*#$~ = CC* CJ ; ..
In many applications, such as tuning the television.,,

(8)
‘**.’”

channels, or the AM broadcast band,,a wider frequen~

$f,, Cc= Case capacitance typically 0.1 to 0.25 pF
range is requird In this event, the designer must use

CJ =Junctioqcapacitance given by Equation6.
a hyper-abrupt junction tuning di~e. The hyper-abrupt
diode has a y of 1 or 2, and tunes over much larger fre

TUNING RAmOS ‘ quency ranges. Table 1 shows typical types of tuning.,

The tuning or capacitance ratio, TR, denotes the diodes avdable,,their tuning ratiost frequency ratios

,, ratio of capacitance obtain~ with *O values of appfied md junction types.

~ bias voltage. Thisratio is given by the fo~owingexprm- fie hyper-abrupt de~ces me constructed with sp~

sion for the Mode junction. cid epitaxid growth, -sion, and ion implant tech-

~R = CJ (V2)
[1

vl+~ y niques, which create a doping profle siti~ to that “>
—= ,_ .(9): shown in Figures2C and 2D. The Q of the BB105 and ..
CJ (Vi) V2++ ~ MV109 series hyper-abrupt diodes is as high as abrupt

,, .,.

:. ,,. ,,,,
,,. ,“. ,,

.,
,“ ,. . 2:”’,’.”., ,,

,.’

,’,’. ” .,.
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junction devices. Their capacitance range’~ from a few The eqnivdent circuit of a _ diode is often dee
picofarads to 10 or 20 pF, and their major application cribed as shown: 7
is in television tuners. The MV1401 series are high

— capacitance devices for applications below 10 MHz.
They are suitable for tuning eIements in N broadcast

-. band receivers and aimflar lowfiequency applications.

TABLE I SAMPLE TUNING DIODE WPES 1~

Oewca CapctiancesTuning Fmmency Junction

Sari%s Available Ratio ‘Y Ratio Tvpe

‘iN5139 474.8 PF 2,?-3.4 0.47 1.6-1 ,S Abrupt

MV2101 1W,8 pF 1.6-3.3 0.47 1.6-1.8 Abrupt

BB105 10 PF 4.04.0 1.0, 2.S2.4 Hwer-Abrupt

MV1401 550-120 PF 10-14 2.0 3.2-3.7 Hwer-Abrupt -:2: )
-.

Mv109 30 PF 5.0-6.5 1.0 2.2-2.5 Hwer-Abrupt

—

FIGURE 3 – Equivalent Cimuit of Tuning

,:yi:
NA

C. Hyper-
!~’.”~;~.!*

Abrupt
“ :*,,.:>;$\

7=~.Q :. .%~ ‘
! ‘.”:~:$st>.?‘;:+~,

‘,::’!
~t$:;!$”~.:’? Thetuningdiode Q may becdcdated with Equation 11.

,:,*,,‘+.y:,1>f?.,
ND

~...~xl:j~pi
.,!+. ., .,*. ‘“w
‘>*.:.‘>$:,~+*\.~. ~f,~,4.,?,\, 2rfC RP2

..*,. (llj
Q = Rs t Rp t (2~fC)2 RS Rp2NA

D. Hyper-

Abrupt
2.0

This rather complicated equation is plotted k Figure 5
for RS = 1.0 ohm, Rp = 30 x 10g ohms, at V =4 volts and

ND
~ = 6.8PF, typical for a 1N5139 diode at room temper-
ature.

2~~+x = O Distance from j”nctio”
>? ,000,000!N~te:Approximations hold fOr —— — l— - ---

..*,., ..
:~t, v~~>q~ frquency >106 Hz

FIGURE 2 — ~~ ‘~rofiies and Capacitance Exponent
for”S,&&~ommon Tuning Diode Types

100,000 :
~,,J+iy..,*.

s I I I~...,,it<
/ \

.+*

t / ,
:,,* I

I

I

$.:,. ;!3,,;:~~,~,’ij:s,,j~~:.:,...:! 10,000 :
CIR~~Q

~&$& types of mechanical tining capacitors ofin
~

ha~Q’s on the order of a thousand or greater. The Q ~ ‘ ’00g

of tuned circuits using these capacitors is generally 2
dependent only on the CON.When using a tuning diode ~ 100

however, one must be cotiscioua of the tuning diode Q
= —0 / klN5139 Diode
~, -

1/

as weU.The Q of the tuning diode is not constant, being o 10 Y
dependent on bias voltage and frequency. The Q of

/,. /
tuning diode capacitors falls off at high freq,uenues, /

1 ~
bscause of the series bdk resistance of the sdicon used lo~ 106 109 108 109101O,00 101 102 103 104

... in the diode. The Q also falls off at low frequencies
because of the back resistance of the revers~biased

FREQUENCY IN HZ

diode. FIGURE S — Graph of ~ vereua Fraquency

3
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Q=Qs
/

= ~#CRe (High frequency Q) (12) ~
u

The emphasis today is ondecreasing~so better high .: 6.5
,. frequency Q can be obtained. At Iow frequencies Q g /

~ increases with frequency since only the component v

resulting from Rp, the back resistance of the diode,
is of consequence.

6.4

!’ Q= Qp = 2TfCRp (~W fiequenw Q) (13) -55 -25 ‘O 25 50 $)~~+Z’&+A 100 125.$>:(J.~?.$*.\.P,:),<.

Q is dso dependent on voltage and temperature.
Higher reverse bias voltage yields a lower value of
capacitance, and dsa since ~ d~eases with increa~
ing bias voltage, the Q increases with increasing volt-
ages. Similarly, low reverse bias voltages accompany
larger capacitances, and lower Qs. Increasing tem-

,, perature also lowers the Q of tuning diodes. As the ~
junction temperature increases, the leakage current ~
increases, lowering Rp There is also a stight decrease R

in Ra with increasing temperature, but the effects of
wY-

the decreasing Rp We greater and this causes the Q ~&

to decrease. Th,e effecti of temperature and voltage on uc
the Q of a 1N5139 at 50 MHz are plotted in Figue 6.

,$$fl

F $$
\~,,.y$7),x>~~10,000 , I , , , , , , I P .\f~ti*i,,:h;J:}i*I I 1 t 1 I I 11 1 1 t 1I I I i ‘*Y,,.’..,.*

I lx I
I I J

+
.,!

T 1~ ~
~i<.’

.& Reverw Voltege (VR)

.,

FIGURE 8- CepsoitenceDrift in ppm/°C versus Volt-
./

.
l;. ~ ~...~f I ! /,..y.~?$\: .!$,

MV2101 Diode...
A 1 ,,,,,,,

In Figure9, the actual capacitance drift of a MV21OI
per degree centigrade is plottid. The graph illustrates

I 11111~ that a simple negative temperature coefficient compen-
sating capacitor will not compensate for the tuning
diode TC because the change in capacitance is not

‘<$ 1B 100v~ .+ constint with voltage.,.,:,.<.,, ......,..,,

<. ~$~k,,,“*>.’
..\,‘~*’k:,?&,:~:!,

TEMPEU6E :
The ~.~~$:~ting ratio of tuning diodes are para- G

0.

metexa.%a~kverydesign engineer must be aware of in
his~~~. Another equally important characteristic

;

@i:@*~g, diodes is their temperature coefficient. A ~ 1000

t~fcal example of the capacitance versus temperate @
Wfi is shown in Figure 7.

0
c

The temperature coefficient, TCY is a function of. “;
appfied bias. Figure 8 shows TC for a typical tuning g,.’
diode.’ Nob Mat for low bias levels, on the order of a v

~ volt or two, the TC is as high as t600 parts per mWon
,,. ~ per degree centigrade (ppm/°C). This represent a

frequency change of-300 ppm/O,C which at 1.00MHz !00
2’

~ means a frequenm shift of 30, kHz per degree. It is
1 3456810 15 20 30

obvious that a temperature compensation scheme is Attofyede = {pF x ?0-6) Rewn Voltage ( VR)

,“ desirable for any frequen~control not usingfdback,, FIGURE 9- CapsoitanvaDrift in AttofaredsPC vmm Vul~
:, techniques. .,, ,

for the MV21OI luni~ Diode
,,~ ,,

.4

,’.,,
... . .... . .
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TH~RY OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE TABLE III Effect Of Case Capacitance Changes On
Before proceeding further with schemee to corrti 3N5139 And 1 N514~ modes

the temperature drift, it is informative b investigate
— the physical mechanisms responsible for the changing

1NS139 INS14S

capatitince. Equations 6 and 8 may be combined to Chanaes Chawes

was
give the basic expression for capadtance below:

tib~ble to smibtibie to

Voltsgo Capstim am =Wcbmv

cd

Papscimma -W capscitsme

(VOIG) (PFI (Pm/O~) (Pm (ppm/°C]

c= +cc (14) 2.0 8.9 3.4 S1 0.5

(v t @)y 4.0 6.4 4.7

1

47 0.6

We can pinpoint the terms in Eq. 14 that may account 10.0 4.8 6.3 32 1,0

for capacitance changes. The contad potential, ~, is
30.0 3.0 10.0 i9 1.@$*:,,

60.0 2.2 14.0 13 *@@::$&>,

a strong function of temperature, varying on the order ,f>IA- :,.,

of -2.0 mV/°C. Cd is a fundion of geometric ~men-
+j” .l+i,.si~~

In summary, the largest changes are~#%Y the
sions which can change with temperature and e which
changes with temperature. Case capacitance also

change in contact potential. This eff~~~k)pst notice
able at low voltage, high capatitan(~’l~~~: The change

changes with temperature. For this analysis we til
assume the only terms not ~mperature dependent are

in silicon dielectric is the next ~Q~~@portant fader

the supply voltage V, and the capadtance exponent,
providing a change that is uti~~~for dl devices and
voltages. Case capacita+~,~!~ha~es are most notic~

which is a funtion only of the slope of the doping pro
file.

able in the low capatit,~~~;?~gh voltage range, and

The contad potential, d, is readily calculated from
may be neglected forL@~,:$*ces except those low capa-
citance devices. ,<,~kt.~.~‘\+,,.~>*,@

semicondutirtheory, and the equations predid a large
‘?*.~s.,

~?$,;,t:?.$:~i),.
change with temperature. This change in@ til produce TEMPERAT~@&@OMPENSA~ON
a much larger change in capacitance for lower voltages A popul~@kd of temperature compensating tun-
than for higher voltages, and therefore acmunts for
the majority of capacitance change in tuning diode

ing &od~$?&$’dkes the use of a forward biased diode.
The v~~$kbop of a forward biased diode d-eases

temperature drift. See Table II. as $he~~rnperature rises, thus applying a changing

TABLE II
~$~ge h the tuning diode. In the network shown in

Calculated capacitance change versus applied voltage
,~** 10, an inmease in temperature dl resdt in a

,$*‘~:ad,~eaae Ofthe&OdevOltige VDI~DE h perhaps 0.5V.
in ppm/°C for: ‘,,,,.\*“J...:~f;.x$s,.)~:??$.>.

“,.., ~
-. \{~

d~
— = -2 mV/°C

,;:.F.*G
dT

VDIODE = 0.6 V (Room Temperature)
.** .

!:,.’ .3.,t,:3,
.?:,,r,\ ‘~..?

>::~:!,>,w..\:&/

cd
~,>>~,.+,.,~-..1..,+,},..

‘:’q,,%

c = (v+ @)Y ‘cc ,$$if:$p.’
‘inYvo”ts.<.>.>*:,,.!,:.4, =

~.

Applied Bias Voltage CaQ8~*rifi In
(volts] ~,,*”?@*/Oc) FIGURE 10 —“BimpleTempemtum Compensating Netwo*

1 587
2 261 If Vin is maintained constant, the available output

4 2W voltage Vout will rise by 0.1 V. This increase in output

10 88.7 voltage will lower the capacitance of the tuning, diode

20
.*

45.6 and partifiy offset the initial capacitance increase~. ,::; ,$”,i.)s‘>J,“::,>3., 30.7... ,?
caused by the temperature change. Obviously, for the

h ~.$,,s.l,“‘.*J:.\t:.;.!?. above tircuit to be effedive, the compensating diode
~ -4,.:.;4>,-..:*.,~,+,”it%~t, must be thermally coupled h the varador to be cor-

Com@&~@Table 11wit]~Figure 8, we see that a t40
r~d.

Frequently, the varactor is part of a feedback loop
to +~:$b$oc temperaturedriftstill remains. Ther~
for~~~k~not the only mechanism responsible for tem-

which controls the frequency of osdlation by digital

*~$Me fift and others must be sought. There is a
techniques. In this case, the temperature effects are

cfiange with temperature in physical dimensions in
generally accounted for in the digital feedback loops,
so that diode compensation is not required.

any material which has an affect on the order of 1
ppm/°C for a tuning diode. However, this change is THE POWER SUPPLY ~
too small b be of any significance. Another possibility We previously assumed that the supply voltage did
is a change in dieledc constant. SUicon, depleted of not change with temperature. This is rarely the case,
its charge carriere, forms a dielectric layer with a rela-
tive dielectric constant of 11.8. The dielectic constant

and special consideration must be given to this part
/ of the design. Ml our efforts to temperature compen-

of silicon has a temperature cwficient of t35 ppm/°C.l
These effects change the value of Cd with temperature.

sate the tuning diode may be in vain if the power sup-
...-

The case capacitance also varies sfightly with temper-
ply has &large TC or is otherwise unstable. Figure 11
shows the common method of supplying voltage to a

ature. See Table In. tuning diode

5
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The variable resistor is considerably less critical.

: “;-d ~~~ ‘ ‘ARIABL:s:oR

Since it is being used as a voltage divider, d that is
required is that the resistive material be uniform so -.
any change m resistance 1s uniform throughout the
potentiometer. Wire wound, and special high quality >

= = cermet flm variable resistors are suitable for these
applications. Generally speaking, a linear potentio

FIGURE 11 — Common Means of SupplWng Sias
meter should have a TC of ~150 ppm/°C or better.

Voltage to a Tuning Diode
Special taper potentiometers should have aTC,~$~~O
ppm/°C or better.

..,.
,*.&!‘ ,.s~~,,,,

The variable resistance cannot be maQ~’~~$l&ge
The regulator.is the most critical part of the tircuit or there will be appreciable voltage dro~as wreverse,, in Figure 11. It must be extirmely stable in order to

~+:k,,1,:i.~+\!,)
current in the diode increases. The .r:~=$$jcurrent in

~chieve good varactor tuning stabtiity. The fdl drift a silicon diode generally doubles ~,#&ylOOC so this
of the power supply as expressed in ppm/°C will appear becomes an important problem +~t~~$ratwes above
at Vd regardless of the setting of the potentiometer. 500C. If the temperature is e~ec~to run as high as
For example, ifVRegis40vOltS with a drift of 100ppm/
‘C (4 mV/°C), Vd may be 10 V, but til SW have a

70°C, one must limit the vw,le resistor to 50 k~ or
the effect will be a grea~~* 5 ppm/°C capacitance

drifi of 100 ppm/°C (1 mV/°Cj. A 50 ppm/°C stabihty
figure in Vd translates into a 25 ppm/°C stabfity of

change.’ If 50°C is t~&~~,&r temperature limit, the
resistance may be ~Q~~ 150 k~. These values apply

capacitance, when the capacitance exponerit is 0.5. to all of Motorola’s?~ing diode series. When thetun-
‘For hyper-abrupt junctions we realizekapacitance ing diodes maJ$~~&ti applications where temperature
stabilities of 50 and 100 ppm/°C for exponents of 1 til greatl~@@~d 70°C, the divide resistance should

~‘and 2 respectively. be kept:,~~w$~O kn. This low value requires large
,, There are many differing power supply regdatora power ~~p~y currents and would be undesirable in

available to the designer. Zener diodes are relatively so~~app%ations. However, since the Motorola LM117
‘inexpensive, but have a poor temperature coefficient.
Temperature compensated zeners are very expensive

,&~&~’&~ecommended power source at these tempera-
~uf@, voltage control maybe accomplished using the

and have a limited voltage range. The LM117, a monofi- ,,’%~~~’~<’!,,~~lator without relying on an external divider poten-
thic integrated circuit voltage regulator, has exc~ent

.Q\:+.;.*t~*~,,
X9$,,~lometer, as shown in Figure 12. The LM117’s low oub

‘temperature characteristics, 37 volt output capability,,, ,,>$ put impedance of 0.05 ohms will easily and reliably --
and wide temperature range.

*>,*. \
,*?l:t+., handle the change in current demanded by the tuning

The MC7800 fixed output voltage, reg.ulators~~r~i} diode as it heats up.
extremely simple b use in that they have onl&”-

“>

output and ground terminals and require nq~+~t~d HYPER-ABRUPT TEMPERATURE DRIFT
components other than possibly a high ,~,~w$ by- The hyper-abrupt tuning diode is more sensitive
pass capacitor. (The latter item is ge~:~~~j ?equired than other types to temperature variations resulting
~th all IC regulators to prevent hig$.~~tiency oscil- in a greater need for temperature compensation. Mao

~lations). ,,tt{~s“t,y*,,&. their drift with temperature is not as uniform as abrupt
The MVS460 is a two lead++$~~b~ator expecidly junction tuning diodes. Their drift factors expressed

designed for use with tunin@~diN@es.It represents a in ppm/°C run as high as 800 to 1200 for the units with
simple, inexpensive soluti~fi$~t%e voltage regtiator a y of 2. Units having a y of 1typica~yshow 300 to 400
problem. Table IV co~t~%~,~ summary of available ppm/°C capacitance changes. These higher drift rates
power supply re@a@.@.,, are caused by the hyper-abrupt tuning diode’s greater

:, :::,.~~~>’.:,, .t‘“:.:+~~:.~~’
~~$,.,.;,*:?;>.:...$,

:].‘.:’.,s.~?Yf”
,~~$~~$V Summary of Power Regulators

1

Notw

,-,!lpu,a,u,=
1) SN Figure 12 for some typical circuit connections

.Ia= u 2) To compute frquency chanp (ppm/°C), divldo Capacitance*
Compen%ted
Zener

[ppm/°C) chan~ bv 2.

LM117 37 -55 50 25 Low
O.”,,l .,-, A! 5GOP

40-60 20-30 Low
-.



sensitivity to changes in voltage, and the fact that the age changes means that power supply and other insta-
majority of capacitance change is caused by the change bilities will also have a larger effect than with regulm
in contact potential, O.This greater sensitivity to volh abrupt junction tuning diodes.

1
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